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Minutes of Issues Overview Group (IOG) Teleconference 

19 October 2016 

Professional Body (PB) Representatives   HMRC 

Nigel Clarke (CIOT)      Paula Moir (Chair) 

Jeremy Nottingham (AAT)    Jacqueline Stewart (JMS) (Minutes) 

Jonathan Stride (ATT)    Dawn Hewson 

Caroline Miskin (ICAEW)    Jeff Jones  

                  Brian Ainslie     

       Tina Bateman 

Martin Langston  

        

        

     

Apologies: Andrew Courts, Philip McNeill, Richard Wild, Leontia Doran, Susan Cattell, Brian 

Palmer, Richard Garth  

 

1 Welcome and Introductions 

PM introduced herself and confirmed that she has temporarily taken over as Chair of IOG 

until Toni’s successor is in post. 

1.2 PM confirmed attendees and apologies received (see above) 

2 Minutes and Action Points  

The following actions form the August IOG were discussed: 

AP1: Call back verification process: JMS confirmed update at para 3.7 below. 

AP2: Q&A following DWT:  BA confirmed that the proposal is for outstanding questions to be 

brought to the pre-DWT meeting to decide with PBs what should be taken forward for 

discussion at the DWT meeting. 

AP3: Joint welcome letter for DWT: JN discussed the plans for a welcome letter and a 

welcome back letter for those members who had previously engaged in Working Together. 
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AP4: Making Tax Digital (MTD): PBs agreed that TP meetings were more appropriate for 

MTD discussions as opposed to DWT meetings.  It was agreed that MTD should be 

acknowledged at the November DWT meeting in view of the current consultation. 

AP 5: Next Generation Performance Measures (NGPM): JMS confirmed that the Customer 

Service Standards Working Group would link into the work of the NGPM working group 

AP6: Delays in HMRC issuing correspondence: A post meeting note had been added to the 

August minutes confirming the position in respect of the example submitted by PBs. 

AP7: ADL recorded message: JMS confirmed that there is work in progress as part of a 

wider programme and more information will be shared at a later date.  PBs stressed the 

importance of pursuing this action. 

Action 1: Reduce ADL recorded message: JMS to ensure the request for a reduced 

message on ADLs is pursued and she will provide an update to PBs on the wider 

programme of work. 

AP8: Repayment delays: JMS provided an update on the action for the business to provide 

a communications for PBs to share with their members on how best to deal with PAYE 

repayments by self-serve and new resources being recruited.  An article is being planned for 

Agent Update and it will be shared with IOG as soon as the communication has been 

agreed. 

AP9: iForms: PBs confirmed that it was no longer the intention for PBs to provide details of 

the top 10 iForms used by agents.  JMS agreed to reflect this in the Agent Digest and 

agreed to let PBs have an update on the latest position on forms from the Agent On-

boarding team (see also para 4.2 below). 

AP12: CIMA request to join IOG: PBs confirmed that CIMA should be invited to join IOG and 

given the opportunity to participate at the December face to face IOG meeting. 

Action 2: JMS to contact CIMA to invite them to join IOG at the December face to face 

meeting. 

2.1 The August minutes were agreed. 

3. Updates Working Together, Talking Points and Service Standards Working Group 

3.1 DWT Meetings: DH provided an update on DWT meetings and explained that 

approximately 120 agents were registered with an average of 85 attendance rate over the 

last 3 months. She explained the various HMRC communication channels used to raise the 

profile of DWT with the aim of increasing the registrations.  There has been a gradual 

increase in registrations across some of the professional bodies.   

3.2 JN referred to the AAT meeting on 13 October with SAM representatives and the current 

thinking to raise the profile to gain more interest in joining DWT.  CM discussed the feedback 

she had received around DWT from ICAEW members following the article she published in 
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the Tax Faculty magazine. DH acknowledged thanks on behalf of HMRC for publishing the 

article. 

3.3 PM suggested that the feedback received from members should be discussed at the 

December IOG agenda with a view to identifying what is working well and areas for 

improvement. PBs agreed this approach and said they felt that the agent forum was the way 

forward for supporting the WT model. 

3.4 Agent online forum: DH provided an overview of the pilot to date and confirmed that 

there was a posting of an issue which has been added to the Agent Digest as a potential 

widespread one (see para 4.4 below for further update).  DH also confirmed that HMRC 

were awaiting official sign-off following the pilot and emphasised the importance of using the 

forum and in the appropriate way.  

3.5 Talking Points (TPs): PM confirmed that the growth of TPs which can have between 800-

900 people attending is generating too many questions for the available resource.  She 

confirmed that this was scheduled for discussion at the Oct VCG meeting but she invited 

initial thoughts from IOG. 

3.6 PBs discussed various options including the option to host a follow up TP soon after the 

original one and substituting a less popular TP in favour of the more popular subject.  DH 

explained current practices to theme questions and providing a generic response. 

3.7 Customer Service Standards Working Group: JMS provided an update on the main 

areas: 

Verification/call backs: The recommendation for a change to the internal process for call 
backs has been through the appropriate channels for sign off within HMRC and this is now 
being tested with advisers. Further testing to be completed and input to be sought from the 
working group.  
 
Tax codes – changes made via the phone: An article has been published in Agent Update 
56 (October edition). 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/560850/Agent
_Update__WT_56.pdf 
 
HMRC digital scanning system: information is being produced to share with the working 
group to support the development of hints and tips. 
 

4 WT Issues 

4.1 WT054 (Dormant): Delays in HMRC issuing correspondence: JMS provided an update 

on the proposed visit to Longbenton to see a demonstration of Digital Mail Service and 

explained that the visit had been agreed by the senior management team.  The business 

owner has now moved onto a new role and her successor would soon be appointed.  It was 

agreed that the visit be arranged post January 2017 to allow for the SA filing peak.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/560850/Agent_Update__WT_56.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/560850/Agent_Update__WT_56.pdf
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4.2 Priority 1 issues: 

WT239: Delays reported in repayment: See AP8 above 

WT242: Completing and Saving HMRC online forms: See AP9 above. 

PBs stressed the frustration for agents not being able to complete, save or file iForms and 

the frustrations in partially completing forms only to find a piece of information is missing and 

not being able to save the form.  

Action 3: JMS to update the Agent Digest to reflect the fact that the top ten iForms are not 

being provided by the PBs and to provide an update on the iForms project, including the 

questions raised: 

- why the process has been built the way it has  

- why information has been released to individuals and not agents 

Post meeting note: The following update in respect of agent access to iForms -the way 

forward, has been provided by the on-boarding project team: 

·    HMRC delivered an interim solution to enable Agents to access so they can complete 

and submit the DDS (Digital Disclosure Service) forms 'on line' on behalf of their 

clients. 

·    The interim solution allows Agents access to the digitally submitable form using their 

Government Gateway credentials.  The business operational area complete 

validation checks in the back end as they currently do. 

·    HMRC next steps include an enhancement to this solution to provide access to a 

wider set of forms for Agents by end of 2016/17. 

·    HMRC aim is to provide Agents with access to digitally submitable forms that will 

allow them to  'Save & Retrieve', 'Track and Trace' submissions and also with a 'view' 

of the full form prior to completion-each being elements that HMRC know Agents 

want to see included. 

 

WT243 Online notices of coding: JJ confirmed that he had been proactive in contacting the 
business specialists with a request to host a TP following PB feedback.  CM felt confirmation 
of a TP session should be communicated at the November DWT meeting. 
 
WT243.5 Incorrect interest figures: CM said there was confusion among the agent 
community around what HMRC are doing around interest and thought it would be helpful to 
have a message on what is happening in this area.  This is being discussed at VCG and an 
update will subsequently be provided to IOG. 
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PBs discussed the planned changes from March 2017 in respect of the RTI data and 
updates.  They would like to hear from the subject matter experts to better understand the 
decision making process and technical updates on how the system works.  DH agreed to 
feed this back to the business.  
 

WT244: Class 2 NIC:  The issue was discussed further at the September digital Working 

Together meeting and a further Talking Points meeting has been scheduled for December 

2016. 

Post meeting note: The Agent Digest will be updated with a proposal to discuss closure of 

this issue at the November DWT meeting as all the points raised via the original referral 

have been addressed. 

4.3 Priority 2 issues discussed: 

WT218: Intelligent Telephony Automation (ITA) system: A bespoke guide for agents: IOG 

agreed that this issue could be closed as PBs were not planning to provide current evidence 

at his time in order to build a business case to convince the business to take this forward.   

WT237: HMRC correspondence including postal delays: PBs discussed ‘Where’s my reply’ 

tool and the need to raise the profile of this within their respective representative bodies. 

They discussed the perennial nature of this issue and agreed it should continue to be 

monitored and reviewed in a couple of months. 

4.4 Potential widespread issue: The issue posted on the agent online forum which was 

subsequently added to the Agent Digest as a potential widespread one, was discussed. The 

different information regarding the need to complete 2015/16 returns was agreed as a 

Priority 1 widespread issue which JMS will pursue with the business. 

Post meeting note: This issue has been allocated reference WT247. The IReg and Agent 

Digest have been updated accordingly. 

4.5 PBs discussed the recent issue in relation to the 2 step verification (2SV) process and 

the difficulties members had reported in accessing their online account. JJ mentioned the 

potential TP that is already in the pipeline. PBs requested that feedback be sought from 

agents at the November DWT.  2SV is also being discussed at the October VCG meeting. 

PBs discussed communications and the need to reach the wider agent audience.  

5 AOB 
 
5.1 JN confirmed that AAT were hosting the 9 November DWT meeting and he provided an 
update on the planning in place in preparation for the meeting. 
 
5.2 PBs discussed JN’s suggestion for a common issues referral template in the interim until 
the agent online forum is out of the pilot stage. 
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5.3 PBs acknowledged the refresh of the WT pages in AU56 and PM passed on thanks to 
JMS for taking this forward. 
 
5.4 DH confirmed that Jill Poole had moved onto a new role. 
 
5.5 All accepted CIOT offer to host the December IOG F2F meeting on their premises 
 
Date of next IOG meeting, 1 December 10.30-12.00 (revised meeting invite to be issued in 
view of change of venue) 


